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• Genetic Switch: starting point
• Repressilator: circuit, equations and reality

• How to couple genetic elements: Quorum 
Sensing

• QS in single Repressilator
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Qualitative pictures for Lac-operon functioning



Two mutual repressors: Nature 2000



Model of genetic toggle – Nature 2000



Switch à Limit Cycle

• The synthetic oscillators may help in the 
understanding of mechanism of such basic 
phenomena as Circadian Rhythm and Cell 
Cycle regulation.

• There are many mechanisms for oscillations 
in gene expression but the switch is a good 
starting point.



Repressilator



Nature, 403, 2000



Repressilator works – Elowitz, Leibler: Nature, 2000



Isolated Repressilator – Nature 2000

The

Isolated Repressilator has a smooth trajectory 
and is stable in the large interval of parameters.



Coupling by : J.Garcia-Ojalvo, M. Elowitz, S. Strogatz, 
PNAS, 2004



The equation-oriented scheme of Repressilator



globally coupled repressilators 2004

bifurcation parameter, which is 
absent in standard all-to-all coupling

mRNA proteins

autoinducer



In-phase synchronization due to cell density: PNAS 2004



Typical “question” for synthetic genomics



Modifications of Repressilator 



The equation-oriented scheme of 
Repressilator – version B



Modified equations of Repressilator – version B

RNA proteins

AI-production and coupling



The isolated Repressilator version B:  all β(i) =1 –
the same timescales for RNA and proteins kinetics.

The appearance of Steady State as alpha increases



Period of single Repressilator B as a function α under different time scales 
of protein synthesis and weak AI activity: eta=2.,k=25.,ks0=1.,ks1=0.01, 

n=2.6



Bifurcations of SS and LC as a function of k – the 
role of autoinducer activity



Bifurcations of LC as a function of α – rate of RNA 
production,  β=1.0



Main Lyapunov exponent vs  α



The role of time scales ratio



Coexistence SS/LC for β=0.1



Problems: Noise



Conclusions
1. Repressilator, which have been developed as simple robust 

oscillator, demonstrates interesting collective regimes if the 
production of the appropriate signal molecule, e.g. Quorum 
Sensing autoinducer, is taking into account.

2. The version of Repressilator (AI by cI) is developed which 
manifests the phase-repulsive interaction resulting in the 
existence and coexistence of many attractors: stable 
homogeneous steady state, anti-phase limit cycle, stable 
inhomogeneous steady state (oscillation death), 
inhomogeneous limit cycle and chaos. 

3. This work was motivated by the study of genetic circuits 
and the rich dynamical behavior  may be interpreted as the 
background of  “dynamical differentiation” in synthetic 
“cell”. But the core of Repressilator which is simple 
sequence of odd number of inhibitory reactions is not 
specific for genetic reactions that makes the presented 
mechanism of regimes generation actual for similar circuits 
in other fields if coupling is properly designed.  


